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SHORT UNIVERSAL GENERATORS VIA GENERALIZEDRATIO-OF-UNIFORMS METHODJOSEF LEYDOLDAbstract. We use inequalities to design short universal algorithms that canbe used to generate random variates from large classes of univariate contin-uous or discrete distributions (including all log-concave distributions). Theexpected time is uniformly bounded over all these distributions for a particu-lar generator. The algorithms can be implemented in a few lines of high levellanguage code. 1. IntroductionIn the last decade several approaches have been introduced for so called universal(or black box) methods for generating non-uniform random variates. Recent paperspropose methods where a hat function that approximates the respective probabil-ity density function or probability vector is constructed (see e.g. Ahrens (1993),H�ormann (1995), Ahrens (1995), Evans and Swartz (1998), Leydold (2000a), Ley-dold (2000b); H�ormann and Deringer (1996), H�ormann and Deringer (1997)).These methods have (extremely) fast marginal generation time, but require a setupstep, which is expensive compared to the average cost of generating one randomvariate. Although this setup step can be made short at the price of a much highermarginal generation time (e.g. Gilks and Wild 1992) the resulting algorithms arerather complex.Another approach by Devroye (1984b) on the other hand uses universal inequal-ities that hold for every log-concave distribution. The algorithm for continuousrandom variates is based on the following proposition.Theorem 1 (Devroye (1986), xVII.2.5, Theorem 2.4). If f is a log-concave densitywith mode � = 0 and f(0) = 1, then writing q for F (0), where F denotes the c.d.f.of the distribution, we havef(x) � � min(1; e1�x=(1�q)); (x � 0)min(1; e1+x=q); (x < 0) (1)The area under the bounding curve is 2.If F (�) is not known, a modi�ed universal hat exists with area 4 (see Devroye(1986), xVII.2.3). In both cases these universal hats are not optimal. Devroye(1984b) derives the properties of the optimal hat and provides a (rather expensive)generator for the corresponding distribution. The areas below the optimal boundingcurves are �2=6 and �2=3, respectively, i.e., about 18% better. Algorithms that1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary: 65C10 random number generation, Sec-ondary: 65U05 Numerical methods in probability and statistics.Key words and phrases. non-uniform random variates, universal method, ratio-of-uniformsmethod, transformed density rejection, discrete distributions, continuous distributions, log-concave distributions, T-concave distributions. 1



2 JOSEF LEYDOLDutilize this theorem can be found in Devroye (1986). Devroye (1987) gives ananalogous result for discrete log-concave distributions.In Leydold (2001) the ratio-of-uniforms method is used to derive more generalinequalities that were used to compile faster and simpler algorithms that work for alarger class of distributions, including all log-concave distributions. As in Devroye'salgorithm and in opposition to other black-box algorithms, hardly any setup stepis required. Thus it is superior in the changing parameter case.In this paper this approach is extended. We introduce universal bounding curvesbased on the generalized ratio-of-uniforms method by Wake�eld, Gelfand, andSmith (1991). The new algorithms are still universal and the expected numbersof uniform random numbers are uniformly bounded for each of these algorithms.They are applicable to a large class of so called T -concave distributions (H�ormann1995) at the expense of higher marginal generation times. For the subclass of heavy-tailed T -concave distributions these inequalities can be used to compile even fasteralgorithms. Therefore they complement the universal algorithm introduced by De-vroye (1984a) (see also Devroye (1986, xVII.3.2)) that uses moments of monotonedistributions.The new bounding curves can also be used to derive general upper bounds forprobability density functions of T -concave distributions. These are optimal in thesense that constructing any better majorizing function requires more informationabout such a density function.2. Ratio-of-uniforms and T -concave distributions2.1. Ratio-of-uniforms. The ratio-of-uniforms method introduced by Kindermanand Monahan (1977) is a exible method that can be adjusted to a large vari-ety of distributions. It has become a popular transformation method to generatenon-uniform random variates, since it results in exact, eÆcient, fast and easy toimplement algorithms. It is based on the following (slightly modi�ed) theorem.Theorem 2 (Kinderman and Monahan 1977). Let f(x) be a positive integrablefunction with support (x0; x1) not necessarily �nite. If (V; U) is uniformly dis-tributed inA = A(f) = f(v; u) : 0 < u �pf(v=u+ �); x0 < v=u+ � < x1g; (2)then X = V=U + � has probability density function f(x)=Rf .For sampling random points uniformly distributed in A, rejection from a conve-nient enveloping region is used, usually from the minimal bounding rectangle. Itsboundaries have to be calculated analytically for each distribution. If A is convex,however, it is easy to construct a universal bounding rectangle without computingthese boundaries (see below).2.2. T -concave distributions. A probability density function f(x) is called T -concave if there exists a monotonically increasing, di�erentiable transformationT (x) such that T (f(x)) is concave. A distribution is called T -concave if its proba-bility density function is T -concave. The transformed density rejection method isan acceptance/rejection technique that uses T -concavity of a large class of distri-butions to construct hat function and squeeze for the density automatically (seeH�ormann (1995) or Evans and Swartz (1998) for details). H�ormann (1995) sug-gests the family Tc of transformations with T0(x) = log(x) and Tc(x) = �xc for�1 < c < 0. (c � �1 is possible for densities with compact domain.) If a function
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Figure 1. A and universal bounding rectangle R and squeeze Sfor gamma(3) distribution.f is Tc1-concave then it is also Tc-concave for every c < c1 (H�ormann 1995). Anequivalent transformation is ~Tc(x) = (xc� 1)=c, for c 6= 0, and ~T0(x) = log(x), alsoknown as Box-Cox-transformation. It is continuous in c for c = 0.Stadlober (1989) and Dieter (1989) have clari�ed the relationship of the ratio-of-uniforms method to the ordinary acceptance/rejection method. It can be viewedas rejection from a table-mountain shaped density (see Figure 2). Leydold (2000a)has shown a deeper connection to transformed density rejection. Moreover, a fullcharacterization of all distributions with convex region A is derived.Theorem 3 (Leydold 2000a). A(f) is convex if and only if f(x) is T -concave withtransformation T (x) = �1=px, i.e., if and only if �1=pf(x) is a concave function.Notice that this class of T -concave distributions includes all log-concave distri-butions.2.3. Universal inequalities. Using the convexity of A(f) for this class of distri-butions we arrive at the following proposition (see Figure 1).Theorem 4 (Leydold 2001, Theorems 4 and 5). For a distribution with density f ,c.d.f. F and mode � letR = f(v; u) : vl � v � vr; 0 � u � umg;Q = f(v; u) : �vm � v � vm; 0 � u � umg; (3)and S = f(v; u) : vl u � um v � vr u; vl (um � u) � um v � vr (um � u)g; (4)where um =pf(�)vm = (Rf)=pf(�) vl = �F (�) vmvr = (1� F (�)) vm: (5)Then for any T -concave distribution with T (x) = �1=px we �ndS � A � R � Q: (6)



4 JOSEF LEYDOLDMoreover 2 jSj = jAj = 12 jRj = 14 jQj (7)where jAj denotes the area of A.Notice that only the knowledge of F (�) is required, e.g., F (�) = 12 for symmetricdistributions, or F (�) = 0 for monotonically decreasing densities. Moreover,Q doesnot depend on F (�) at all. By equation (7) the rejection constant of an algorithmthat uses Theorem 4 is 2 when F (�) is known and 4 otherwise.Theorem 3 is proved by means of an appropriate transformation (see Theorem 6below). This transformation can be used to derive universal upper and lower boundsfor T -concave distributions (Leydold 2001, Theorem 7), see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Universal hat and squeeze for gamma(3) distribution.Original scale (l.h.s.) and transformed scale (r.h.s.)3. A generalizationTheorem 5 (Wake�eld, Gelfand, and Smith 1991). Let f(x) be a positive integrablefunction with support (x0; x1) not necessarily �nite. Let g be a strictly increasingdi�erentiable function on [0;1) such that g(0) = 0, and let k and � be constants.Suppose the pair of variables (V; U) is uniformly distributed over the regionAg = Ag(f) = f(v; u) : 0 < u � g�1[k f(v=g0(u)+�)]; x0 < v=g0(u)+� < x1g; (8)then X = V=g0(U) + � has probability density function f(x)=Rf .Wake�eld et al. (1991) have suggested power functions gr(u) = ur+1=(r + 1),r > 0 and k = 1=(r + 1). Then equation (8) becomesAr = Ar(f) = f(v; u) : 0 < u � r+1pf(v=ur + �); x0 < v=ur + � < x1g: (9)The minimal bounding rectangle for Ar is given by (see Wake�eld et al. (1991))Rmbr = f(v; u) : v� � v � v+; 0 � u � umg (10)where um = supx0<x<x1 r+1pf(x)v� = infx0<x<x1(x� �)[f(x)]r=(r+1)v+ = supx0<x<x1(x� �)[f(x)]r=(r+1) (11)
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Ar Br
G TcFigure 3. Ar, Br, G, and Tc for the normal distribution withr = 3 and c = �3=4. Notice that Br is convex if and only if Tc isconvex (Theorem 6).There also exists a generalization of Theorem 3. Consider the following regionsBr=Br(f)= f(v; w) : 0 < w � [f(v=w + �)]r=(r+1); x0 < v=w + � < x1gG =G(f) = f(x; y) : 0 < y � f(x); x0 < x < x1gTc = Tc(f) = f(x; y) : 0 < y � �(f(x))c; x0 < x < x1g (12)G(f) is the region between the graph of f and the x-axis. Tc(f) is the region belowthe graph of the transformed density Tc(f(x)).Theorem 6. Br(f) is convex if and only if f(x) is Tc-concave with c = � rr+1 .Transformations between the above regions play a crucial role for the proof ofthis theorem as well as for the further developement of the theory of this type ofgeneration methods. Consider the transformations�AB : R � R+ ! R � R+ ; (V; U) 7! (V;W ) = (V; Ur)�BG : R � R+ ! R � R+ ; (V;W ) 7! (X;Y ) = (V=W + �;W (r+1)=r)�GT : R � R+ ! R � R� ; (X;Y ) 7! (X;Z) = (X;�Y c) (13)Notice that �AB maps Ar one-to-one onto Br. Analogously for �BG and �GT .Proof of the Theorem. Let c = � rr+1 . The transformation�BT = �GT Æ�BG : R � R+ ! R � R� ;(V;W ) 7! ( VW + �;�W c r+1r ) = ( VW + �;� 1W )maps Br one-to-one onto Tc. Notice that f is Tc-concave if and only if Tc is con-vex. Thus it remains to show that Br is convex if and only if Tc is convex, andconsequently that straight lines remain straight lines under transformation �BT .Let a x + b y = d be a straight line in Tc. Then a (v=w + �) � b=w = d anda v+(1�d)w = b, i.e., a straight line in Br. Analogously a straight line a v+bw = din Br is mapped onto the line a x+ d y = a�� b in Tc. �
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(v+; ure)B+rFigure 4. The region B+r with enclosed triangle with vertices at(0; 0), (0; urm) and extremal point (v+; ure) (r.h.s.). A+r and thecorresponding enclosed region on the l.h.s.The transformation �AG = �BG Æ �AB : (V; U) 7! (X;Y ) = (V=Ur + �;Ur+1)has Jacobian r + 1 and thus Theorem 5 follows for the power function g(u) =ur+1=(r+1). (For an arbitrary function g(u) the proof is completely analogously.)Moreover jAr(f)j = Rf=(r + 1): (14)Remark. For r = 1 we have B1 = A1 = A (equations (12), (9) and (2)). ThusTheorems 2 and 3 are corollaries of the respective Theorems 5 and 6.3.1. A universal envelope. Now let f(x) be a Tc-concave density function withc = � rr+1 and mode �. De�ne A+r = f(v; u) 2 Ar : v � 0g, A�r = f(v; u) 2 Ar : v �0g, and analogously B+r and B�r . By Theorem 6, B+r is convex and thus containsthe triangle with vertices at (0; 0), (0; urm) and the extremal point with coordinates(v+; ure), where ue � 0 (see Figure 4). Then transformation ��1AB maps this triangleinto a three-side region in Ar of areaZ v+0 �[urm + v (ure � urm)=v+]1=r � [v ure=v+]1=r� dv = v+ urm rr + 1 ue � umure � urm : (15)By the convexity of B+r this cannot exceed jA+j and consequentlyv+ � jA+j 1urm r + 1r ure � urmue � um = jA+j 1um r + 1r (ue=um)r � 1(ue=um)� 1 : (16)Using (14) and the fact that jA+j = (1� F (�)) jAj we arrive atv+ � (1� F (�)) (Rf) 1r um (ue=um)r � 1(ue=um)� 1 : (17)An analogous (lower) bound can be derived for v�. Thus we have the followinguniversal envelopes.Theorem 7. Let f(x) be a Tc-concave density function with c = � rr+1 , r > 0, andmode �. Let F denote the c.d.f. of the distribution and letRr = f(v; u) : vl(u) � v � vr(u); 0 � u � umgQr = f(v; u) : �vm(u) � v � vm(u); 0 � u � umg (18)



SHORT UNIVERSAL GENERATORS 7where um = r+1pf(�) vm(u) = (Rf)=(r um) (u=um)r�1(u=um)�1vl(u) = �F (�) vm(u) vr(u) = (1� F (�)) vm(u) (19)Then Ar � Rr � Qr andjRrj = r + 1r ( +  (r + 1)) jArj and jQrj = 2 jRrj (20)where  = 0:577216 : : : denotes Euler's (gamma) constant and  (z) = �0(z)=�(z)the Digamma function (also known as Euler's psi function). The envelopes Rr andQr are optimal.Proof. By equation (17) every point (v; u) 2 Ar satis�es the respective conditionsfor Rr and Qr in equation (18). Consequently Ar � Rr � Qr. It remains to verify(20). From (19) and (14) we �nd jRrj = jR+r j+jR�r j = R um0 (Rf)=(r um) (u=um)r�1(u=um)�1 du =R um0 jArj r+1r (u=um)r�1(u=um)�1 1um du = jArj r+1r R 10 zr�1z�1 dz = jArj r+1r ( +  (r + 1)),where the last equality follows from formula 8.361(7) in Gradshteyn and Ryzh-nik (1994, p.952). �Figure 5 illustrates the situation for the Cauchy distribution and r = 3. Figure 6plots the ratio of jRrj=jArj against r. Generating points uniformly distributed overRr requires an appropriate enveloping region. Transformed density rejection canbe used to construct such a region. We need the following two lemmata.Lemma 8 (Deringer 2000). x�1xr�1 is convex for r � 1 and x 2 [0; 1).Proof. The proposition is trivial for r = 1. Thus assume r > 1. By a straightforward computation we �nd ((x�1)=(xr�1))00 = r xr�2(xr�1)3 � [(r�1)(xr+1�1)� (r+1)(xr�x)], which is greater than or equal to 0 if and only if the second factor is notgreater than 0, i.e., if and only if A(x) = xr+1�1r+1 � xr�xr�1 � 0. Notice that A0(x) =xr� r xr�1�1r�1 and A00(x) = r (x�1)xr�2 � 0. Consequently A0(x) is monotonicallydecreasing and, since A0(1) = 0, A0(x) � 0. Hence A(x) is monotonically increasingand, since A(1) = 0, A(x) � 0 and the proposition follows. �Lemma 9. Let �(x) = � x�1xr�1 , and let a = �(x0)�x0 � 0(x0) and b = � 0(x0) for anx0 2 (0; 1). Assume r � 1, then � 1a+b x � xr�1x�1 for all x 2 [0; 1].Proof. By Lemma 8, �(x) is concave. Thus we �nd for the tangent in x0, a+ b x ��(x), for all x 2 [0; 1). Now notice that � 0(x) = (xr�1)�2 � (1+r (x�1)xr�1�xr),and limx!1 � 0(x) = (r�1)=(2 r) � 0, by l'Hospital's rule. Thus, by the concavity of�(x), � 0(x) > 0 for all x 2 (0; 1), i.e., b > 0. Hence a+ b x � a+ b. Notice that a+ bis the tangent of � with construction point x0 evaluated at x = 1. By the concavityof � , a+ b is maximized in x0 = 0. Hence �(x) � a+ b x < a+ b � �(0)+ � 0(0) = 0.Consequently �1=(a+ b x) � �1=�(x) and the proposition follows. �The following enveloping region for Rr has been suggested by Deringer (2000).Theorem 10. Let f(x) be a Tc-concave probability density function with c = � rr+1 ,r � 1, and mode �. Let F denote the c.d.f. of the distribution. Letxr = 1� 2:187=(r+ 5� 1:28=r)0:9460 (21)



8 JOSEF LEYDOLDand denote ar = �(xr)�xr � 0(xr) and br = � 0(xr), where �(x) = �(x�1)=(xr�1).Let ~Rr = f(v; u) : ~vl(u) � v � ~vr(u); 0 � u � umg~Qr = f(v; u) : �~vm(u) � v � ~vm(u); 0 � u � umg (22)where um = r+1pf(�) ~vm(u) = (Rf)=(r um) �1ar+br (u=um)~vl(u) = �F (�) ~vm(u) ~vr(u) = (1� F (�)) ~vm(u) (23)Then Ar � ~Rr � ~Qr andj ~Rr j = r + 1r 1br log� arar + br� jArj and j ~Qrj = 2 j ~Rrj: (24)Proof. Ar(f) � Rr � ~Rr follows immediately from Theorem 7 and Lemma 9.To verify (24) we �nd j ~Rrj = j ~R+r j + j ~R�r j = R um0 jArj r+1r 1um �1ar+br (u=um) du =jArj r+1r R 10 1ar+br z dz = jArj r+1r 1br log(ar=(ar + br)). �Remark. The parameters for xr in equation (21) have been found by minimizingthe area of ~Rr. Numerical computations show that j ~Rrj < 1:13 jRrj.To generate points uniformly in ~Rr we have to generate random variates withdensity proportional to h(x) = �1=(a+b x) on [0; 1]. This can be done by inversion.Notice that a+ b x < 0 for all x 2 [0; 1]. The c.d.f. is given byH(x) = log(a=(a+ b x))log(a=(a+ b))and thus we �nd for the inverse of the c.d.f.H�1(u) = ab (exp(�u log(a=(a+ b)))� 1):Using the above results we can compile algorithm GSROUC.Algorithm GSROUCRequire: p.d.f. f(x), parameter r > 1, area Rf , mode �;c.d.f. at mode F (�) (optional)=� Setup �=1: p 1� 2:187=(r+ 5� 1:28=r)0:9460.2: b (1� r pr�1 + (r � 1) pr)=(pr � 1)2.3: a �(p� 1)=(pr � 1)� p b.4: um  r+1pf(�), vm  (Rf)=(r um).5: if F (�) is provided then6: vl  �F (�) vm, vr  vm + vl.7: else8: vl  �vm, vr  vm.=� Generator �=9: repeat10: Generate W uniformly on (0; log(a=(a+ b))).11: Generate Z uniformly on (vl; vr).12: U  (exp(�W )� 1) a=b.13: V  �Z=(a+ b U), U  U um.14: X  V=Ur + �.15: until Ur+1 � f(X).16: return X .



SHORT UNIVERSAL GENERATORS 9Remark. There is no need for an algorithm for r < 1 since then the much simplerand faster algorithm that applies Theorem 4 can be used (see algorithm SROU inLeydold (2001)).Remark. It should be noted that for r ! 0 we have c! 0 and Tc ! log. Moreover,we �nd limr!0 r+1r (+ (r+1)) = �2=6. The optimal algorithm by Devroye (1984b)(see remark after Theorem 1) is thus a limit case of the new method. However, thisis of purely theoretical interest, since the regions Ar become long and skinny whenr tends to 0.3.2. A universal squeeze. Analogously to Theorem 4 there exists an (optimal)squeeze for Ar. Figure 5 illustrates the situation for the Cauchy distribution andr = 3.

v
u
0
SrAr Rr ~RrFigure 5. Ar, universal bounding envelopes Rr and ~Rr, and uni-versal squeeze Sr for the Cauchy distribution. (r = 3)Theorem 11. Let f(x) be a Tc-concave probability density function with c = � rr+1 ,r > 0, and mode �. If F (�) is given, where F denotes the c.d.f. of the distribution,then there exists a set Sr = Sr(f), such that Sr � Ar(f). We have (V; U) 2 Sr ifand only if either0 � VUr � �vrurm and Ur �vr + V r urm � �vr urm (25)or 0 � VUr � �vlurm and Ur �vl + V r urm � �vl urm: (26)where um is as de�ned in Theorem 7 and �vr = (1 � F (�)) (Rf)=um and �vl =�F (�) (Rf)=um. MoreoverjSrj = jArj�1� 1=(r + 1)1=r� : (27)Proof. By Theorem 6, Br(f) is convex. Let Sr denote the universal squeeze region(which might be empty) and let C = �AB(Sr) denote the corresponding region inBr. Assume that A+r 6= ;. Let � be the triangle de�ned by the set of all points(v; ur) that satisfy the inequalities v � 0, v=ur � �vr=urm and ur �vr+v r urm � �vr urm.Its vertices are (0; 0), (0; urm) and (�vr=(r + 1); urm=(r + 1)). De�ne C+ = f(v; u) 2C : v � 0g and R+r = f(v; u) 2 Rr : v � 0g. Every straight line through a point
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23
rFigure 6. Respective ratios of j ~Rrj, jRrj and jSrj to jArj as func-tions of r. (Notice that ~Rr is not de�ned for r < 1.)(V; Ur) with (V; U) 2 R+r n A+r that does not intersect B+r , is transformed by ��1ABinto a curve that splitsR+r into two parts such that (i) A+r and the edge (0; 0)(0; um)are completely contained in the left hand part, and (ii) the area of the left handpart must be at least jA+r j. S+r is then the intersection of the left hand parts of allsuch curves. Consequently C+ must be contained in the triangles with respectivevertices at (0; 0), (0; urm) and (vr(0); 0), and (0; 0), (0; urm) and (vr(um); urm), wherevr(u) is the bounding curve for R given in equation (19). Notice that vr(um) = �vrand vr(0) = �vr=r, and thus the respective right hand vertices are (�vr=r; 0) and(�vr; urm). Since the intersection of these triangles is given by �, we have � � C+.Now notice that C+ is convex, because it is the intersection of triangles. It remainsto show that the vertex (�vr=(r + 1); urm=(r + 1)) 2 C+, since then � � C+. Astraight line through (a; 0) and (b; urm) is given byv = w=urm (b� a) + a; (28)where (v; w) is point on that line. Hence the transformed curved (using ��1AB) isgiven by v = ur=urm (b� a) + a and for the area of the left hand side region in R+rcut o� by this curve we �nd R um0 (ur=urm (b� a) + a) du = (b+ r a)um=(r + 1). Byconstraint (ii) this must be � jA+r j = �vr um=(r + 1). The latter equality followsfrom (14) and the de�nition of �vr. Hence b + r a � �vr. Now suppose (�vr=(r +1); urm=(r + 1)) 62 C+. Then by (28) �vr=(r + 1) > (urm=(r + 1))=urm (b� a) + a andthus �vr > b+ r a, a contradiction. Therefore � � C+. Consequently C+ = � andthe inequality (25) follows. Analogously we �nd a set C� and inequality (26) forthe left hand rectangle R�r .To verify (27) we can compute jS+r j in the same way as equation (15). We onlyhave to replace the vertex (v+; ure) by the vertex (�vr=(r + 1); urm=(r + 1)), i.e., wehave to replace v+ by (1� F (�) (Rf)=(um (r + 1)) = (1� F (�) jArj=um and ue byum=(r+1)1=r in equation (15). Since jSrj = jS�r j+ jS+r j, (27) follows by a straightforward computation. �



SHORT UNIVERSAL GENERATORS 114. Tc-concave distributionsThe envelopes and squeezes introduced in the previous section can be used toderive general upper and lower bounds that hold for all Tc-concave distributions. Itis a straight forward computation. Universal majorizing and minimizing functionsfor the density function are obtained by applying the transformation �BG Æ �AB(see eq.(13)) on the respective boundaries of Rr and Qr (Theorem 7), and Sr(Theorem 11). We only give the upper bounds that do not require the evaluationof the c.d.f. at the mode. All other bounds can be derived in completely the sameway.Theorem 12. Let f(x) be a Tc-concave density function with c = � rr+1 , r > 0,and mode �. Let um = r+1pf(�) (as in Theorem 7) and xm = Rf=f(�). De�ne� : (0;1)! (0;1) and  : (0;1)! (0;1) by��1(x) = x 1� xr1� x and  (x) = �r+1(x r f(�)=Rf): (29)Let h(x) = � f(�) for �xm � x� � � xmf(�)= (jx� �j) otherwise (30)Then h(x) � f(x) for all x.Proof. First notice that ��1 : (0;1) ! (0;1) is strictly monotonically increasingand ��1(0) = 0. Hence its inverse map � exists and is well de�ned. This caneasily be seen, since (��1)0(x) = (1 � (r + 1)xr + r xr+1)=(x � 1)2 is positivefor all x > 0, because the denominator is alway non-negative and the numerator1� (r+1)xr+ r xr+1 is 0 for x = 1, strictly monotonically decreasing for x 2 (0; 1)and strictly monotonically increasing for x > 1 (use its derivative).Now �BG Æ �AB : (V; U) 7! (V=Ur + �;Ur+1) maps the bounding curve of Qrinto the graph of a hat function for the density f . The straight line through theupper edge of Qr in Theorem 7 is mapped into y = ur+1m = f(�). The boundingcurve v(u) = (Rf)=(r um) (u=um)r�1(u=um)�1 is mapped into the curve given by y = ur+1 andx(y)�� = v(u)=ur = (Rf)=(r ur+1m ) 1�(um=u)r1�(um=u) (um=u) = (Rf)=(r ur+1m ) ��1(um=u) =(Rf)=(r f(�)) ��1 � r+1pf(�)=y�.Hence r+1py(x) = r+1pf(�)=�((x � �) r f(�)=Rf) and y(x) = f(�)= (x � �) forx � �. Since the right upper vertex of Qr is given by ((Rf)=um; um) the corre-sponding vertex in the graph of the hat function is at x = v=ur = (Rf)=f(�) = xm.We get an analogously result for the left hand bounding curve. Thus the resultfollows. �This upper bound can be applied to sample from the Tc-concave distribution.For sampling from the hat distribution the inverse-of-f method (Devroye 1986,xIV.6.3, p.178) can be used. However this requires an appropriate hat function tor+1p��1(x) similar to those in Theorem 10.Remark. The bound of Theorem 12 is optimal in the sense that any improvementrequires more information about the distribution besides the location of the modeand the c.d.f. at the mode.
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rFigure 7. �univ and �tdr.Remark. By our construction of the hat function in Theorem 12 the rejection con-stant � follows immediately from equation (20), i.e.,� = �univ(r) = r + 1r ( +  (r + 1)): (31)(To be more precise: this is the rejections constant when we use F (�) for con-structing the hat.) Another way to construct a mountain-table shaped hat for aTc-concave density is by means of transformed density rejection with the mode ofthe density and two points on either side of it as construction points. By the the-ory developed by Deinger it is possible to optimize such a hat function for a givendensity (Deringer et al. 2002). The rejection constant � is then bounded fromabove for a given c = �r=(r + 1) by� � �tdr(r) = 11� (1=(r + 1))1=r : (32)It is also shown that this bound is sharp, i.e. for any r � 0 there exists a Tc-concavedensity where equality holds in (32). It is interesting to note that �univ(1) = �tdr(1),�univ > �tdr for r < 1, and �univ < �tdr for r > 1, see Figure 7. Consequently, theperformance of the simple generator that is based on Theorem 7 is better than theworst-case performance of a more specialized generator based on TDR with threepoints of contact. 5. Heavy-tailed distributionsWe call a distribution a heavy-tailed Tc-concave distribution, c < 0, if its prob-ability density function f(x) is Tc-concave and (x � �) f(x)�c is monotonicallyincreasing on R. Notice that for densities with support not equal to R this onlymay hold if it is monotone with support (�1; �) or (�;1).Again let � be the mode of the density f and de�ne A+r and B+r as in x3.1.If we have a heavy-tailed Tc-concave distribution, B+r is convex and contains thetriangle with vertices at (0; 0), (0; urm) and (v+; 0), where um and v+ are de�nedby (11). Moreover if B+r contains a boundary point (vb; urb), vb > 0, then B+r alsocontains the quadrangle with vertices at (0; 0), (0; urm), (vb; urb) and (vb; 0). By



SHORT UNIVERSAL GENERATORS 13transformation ��1AB it is mapped into a four-sided region in Ar of areaZ vb0 (urm + v (urb � urm)=vb)1=r dv = vb rr + 1 ur+1b � ur+1murb � urm (33)which cannot exceed jA+r j. Thus we �nd analogously to x3.1vb � (1� F (�)) (Rf) 1r um (ub=um)r � 1(ub=um)r+1 � 1 : (34)An analogous (lower) bound can be deduced for a boundary point (vb; urb) withvb < 0. Thus we have the following universal envelopes.Theorem 13. Let f(x) be a heavy-tailed Tc-concave density function with c =� rr+1 , r > 0, and mode �. Let F denote the c.d.f. of the distribution and letRr = f(v; u) : vl(u) � v � vr(u); 0 � u � umgQr = f(v; u) : �vm(u) � v � vm(u); 0 � u � umg (35)where um = r+1pf(�) vm(u) = (Rf)=(r um) (u=um)r�1(u=um)r+1�1vl(u) = �F (�) vm(u) vr(u) = (1� F (�)) vm(u) (36)Then Ar � Rr � Qr andjRrj = �1r � +  � 1r + 1�� jArj and jQrj = 2 jRrj (37)where  = 0:577216 : : : denotes Euler's (gamma) constant and  (z) = �0(z)=�(z)the Digamma function (also known as Euler's psi function).Proof. By the above considerations it remains to verify (37). From (36) and (14) we�nd jRr j = jR+r j+jR�r j = R um0 (Rf)=(r um) (u=um)r�1(u=um)r+1�1 du = R um0 jArj r+1r (u=um)r�1(u=um)r+1�1 1um du =jArj r+1r R 10 zr�1zr+1�1 dz. Substitute t for zr+1 yields� 1r+1 R 10 t�r=(r+1)�1t�1 dt = � 1r+1 (+ ( 1r+1 ) for the integral, where the last equality follows from formula 8.361(7) inGradshteyn and Ryzhnik (1994, p.952). Thus the result follows. �The envelopes Rr and Qr in Theorem 13 are optimal. Figure 8 illustrates thesituation for Student's distributions with � = 1=3 degrees of freedom. Notice thatjRrj=jArj converges to 1 when r !1 (see Figure 9).Generating points uniformly over Rr requires an appropriate enveloping region.Using a rectangle is the most convenient one. Notice that (u=um)r�1(u=um)r+1�1 is maximizedat u = 0 in [0; um]. Thus we �nd the following (minimal) bounding rectangle forRr.Theorem 14. Let f(x) be a heavy-tailed Tc-concave density function with c =� rr+1 , r > 0, and mode �. Let F denote the c.d.f. of the distribution and let~Rr = f(v; u) : ~vl � v � ~vr; 0 � u � umg~Qr = f(v; u) : �~vm � v � ~vm; 0 � u � umg (38)where um = r+1pf(�) ~vm = (Rf)=(r um)~vl = �F (�) ~vm ~vr = (1� F (�)) ~vm (39)
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Figure 8. Ar and universal bounding envelopes Rr and ~Rr , anduniversal squeeze Sr for Student's distribution with � = 1=3 degreeof freedom. (r = 3)j ~RrjjRrjjArjjSrj0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1000:5
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rFigure 9. Respective ratios of j ~Rrj, jRrj and jSrj to jArj as func-tions of r for heavy-tailed distributionsThen Ar � ~Rr � ~Qr andj ~Rrj = r + 1r j Arj and j ~Qrj = 2 j ~Rrj: (40)Although the envelope ~Rr is not optimal for small r, we �nd that j ~Rrj convergesto jRrj for r ! 1 (see Figure 9). In particular we have j ~Rrj < 1:1 jRrj for r � 4.So it is only necessary to �nd sophisticated generators for the distribution withdensity proportional to zr�1zr+1�1 if r is small. For r = 1, zr�1zr+1�1 reduces to 1=(z+1).We also can �nd a universal squeeze for heavy-tailed distributions.Theorem 15. Let f(x) be a heavy-tailed Tc-concave probability density functionwith c = � rr+1 , r > 0, and mode �. If F (�) is given, where F denotes the c.d.f.of the distribution, then there exists a set Sr = Sr(f), such that Sr � Ar(f). We



SHORT UNIVERSAL GENERATORS 15have (V; U) 2 Sr if and only if�vl (urm � Ur) � r urm V � �vr (urm � Ur) (41)and �vl=(r + 1) � V � �vr=(r + 1) (42)where um is as de�ned in Theorem 13 and �vr = (1 � F (�)) (Rf)=um and �vl =�F (�) (Rf)=um. MoreoverjSrj = jArj�1� 1=(r + 1)(r+1)=r� : (43)Proof. Since every heavy-tailed Tc-concave distribution is Tc-concave, inequality(41) follows immediately from Theorem 11. Furthermore notice that (�vr=(r +1); urm=(r + 1)) is contained in the transformed squeeze region (in B+r , see proofof Theorem 11). Moreover if B+r contains a boundary point (vb; urb), then B+r alsocontains the quadrangle with vertices at (0; 0), (0; urm), (vb; urb) and (vb; 0) (as showabove). Thus (42) follows.To verify (43) we computeZ vb0 (urm + w=vb (urb � urm))1=r dw = rr + 1 um vb (ub=um)r+1 � 1(ub=um)r � 1 : (44)Using the vertex (�vr=(r + 1); urm=(r + 1)) for (vb; urb) gives vb = �vr=(r + 1) =(1 � F (�)) Rf =(um (r + 1)) = (1 � F (�)) jAr j=um and ub = um=(r + 1)1=r. Then(44) reduces to (1 � F (�)) jAr j �1� 1=(r + 1)(r+1)=r�, and the result follows fromthe analogous considerations for B�r . �Remark. If f is the probability density function of a heavy-tailed Tc-concave dis-tribution for a particular c, then this does not hold for any other c0 6= c. Indeed(x��) f(x)�c is increasing and bounded only if f behaves asymptotically as x1=c forx!1. Thus for any c0 6= c, (x� �) f(x)�c either converges to 0 or is unbounded.Now let f be a di�erentiable function. Deringer (2000) calls the largest c � 0with (Tc(f(x)))00 � 0 the Tc-concavity of f at x, denoted by tcf (x). (We settconv(f(x)) = �1, if no such c exists.) Then a monotonically decreasing densityis heavy-tailed Tc-concave if and only if f is Tc-concave and c = lim infx!1 tcf (x) >�1. An analogous characterization holds for monotonically increasing and symmet-ric densities. Some standard distributions (e.g. t-distributions) have the property,that tcf (x) is monotonically decreasing on (�;1) and increasing in (�1; �).6. Discrete distributionsDevroye (1987) has introduced a universal hat for discrete log-concave distribu-tions that can be applied for the design of a black box algorithm. In Leydold (2001)a faster and more generally applicable algorithm based on the ratio-of-uniformsmethod has been introduced. Therefore it is not amazing that a version of The-orem 10 can be found for discrete distributions. However some modi�cations arenecessary.A discrete distribution with probability vector pi, with support I � Z, is calledT -concave if T (pi) � 12 (T (pi�1) + T (pi+1)) for all i 2 I: (45)



16 JOSEF LEYDOLDFor log-concave distributions we have T (x) = log(x) and p2i � pi�1 pi+1. Obviouslypi is unimodal. Denote its mode by �. For the following assume that pi is Tc-concave with c = �r=(r + 1) for an r > 0. Letfp(x) = � pbxc for bxc 2 I0 otherwise (46)where bxc denotes the largest integer not greater than x. Since fp is a step function,Br(fp) cannot be convex, where Br is de�ned by (12). The outer vertices of Br(its \spikes") are given by ((i + 1 � �)pr=(r+1)i ; pr=(r+1)i ) for all i � �, and ((i ��)pr=(r+1)i ; pr=(r+1)i ) for all i � �, with i 2 I � Z (use transformation �BG fromeq. (13)). Let (v+; ure) be the right extremal point of Br and let �B denote thetriangle with vertices at (0; 0), (0; urm) and (v+; ure) in B+r = f(v; ur) 2 Br : v � 0g.Notice that by inequality (45) there are no outer vertices of Br in the interior of�B. Let �A be the image of �B under transformation ��1AB.Lemma 16. j�Aj � jA+r j, where A+r = f(v; u) 2 Ar : v � 0g.Proof. For the proof we again need the transformation (13). Denote the images of�B under the respective transformations �BG and �GT Æ�BG by �G and �T . Thelatter transformation �GT Æ �BG maps straight lines into straight lines (see proofof Theorem 6). Thus �T is a convex (unbounded) polygon. Moreover the edge(0; 0)(0; urm) is mapped into the y-axis.Now assume ue = 0. Then �T is bounded only by the images of the edges(0; 0)(0; urm) and (0; urm)(v+; ure). Since both are straight lines, they are subsets ofTc, c = �r=(r+1), by inequality (45). Hence �T � Tc and consequently �A � A+rand the proposition follows.If ue > 0 then edge (0; um)(v+; ure) of �B is contained in the quadrangle QB withvertices in (0; urm), (urm; urm), (v+; ure) and (v+�ure; ure), see Figure 10 (l.h.s.). Using�GT Æ�BG , Q is mapped into a set QT which again is a quadrangle by Theorem 6,see Figure 10 (r.h.s.). Notice that we �nd for the areas jQT \ �T j = jQT j=2 andjQT \Tcj � jQT j=2. Figure 10 shows the \worst case" where equality holds in (45)for all i between the mode and the point that corresponds to the extremal point(v+; ure). Now we can use transformation ��1GT to map QT into a set QG . We haveto show that j�G j � jG+j, where G+ = f(x; y) 2 G : y � f(x)g. Then the resultfollows due to the fact that that the Jacobian of �BG Æ �AB is constant and thusj�Aj � jA+j follows as proposed.Now let QG denote the image of QT under transformation ��1GT . To verifyj�G j � jG+j it is suÆcient to show that the area of the image of QT \ Tc un-der transformation ��1GT , i.e. QG \ G, is larger than the area of the image of thetriangle QT \ �T , i.e. QG \ �G . The absolute value of the Jabobian of ��1GT isgiven by 1=c (�y)1=c�1 which is decreasing for decreasing y, since y < 0. Hencewe immediately �nd (see r.h.s. of Figure 10) jQG \ �G j � jQG j=2. To see thatjQG \ Gj > jQG j=2 notice that we can split QT horizontally along the upper edgesof the bars in Figure 10. In each of these parts the shaded region that belongsto Tc has at least the same area as its complement outside. Moreover the shadedpart is more concentrated towards the x-axis than the its complement. Thus ifwe look at the images of this region and of its complement under transformation��1GT the area of the former is always greater than the area of the latter and thusjQG \ Gj > jQG j=2. Hence jQG \ Gj > jQG \�G j and the result follows. �
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Figure 10. Quadrangle QB for Br (l.h.s.) and the correspondingquadrangle QT for Tc (r.h.s.)It is obvious that an analogous result holds for A�r and we arrive at the fol-lowing proposition analogously to our considerations of Theorem 7. Notice thatsupi<� pi = p��1.Theorem 17. Let pi, i 2 Z, be a Tc-concave probability vector with c = �r=(r+1),r > 0 and mode �. Let F denote the c.d.f. of the distribution and letul = r+1pp��1 vl(u) = (P pi)=(r ul) (u=ul)r�1(u=ul)�1ur = r+1pp� vr(u) = (P pi)=(r ur) (u=ur)r�1(u=ur)�1 (47)where we set vl(u) = 0 if ul = 0. Let Rr = R�r [ R+r withR�r = f(v; u) : �F (�) vl(u) � v � 0; 0 � u � ulgR+r = f(v; u) : 0 � v � (1� F (�)) vr(u); 0 � u � urg (48)and Qr = Q�r [ Q+r withQ�r = f(v; u) : vl(u) � v � 0; 0 � u � ulgQ+r = f(v; u) : 0 � v � vr(u); 0 � u � urg (49)Then Ar � Rr � Qr andjRrj = r + 1r ( +  (r + 1)) jArj and jQrj = 2 jRrj (50)where  = 0:577216 : : : denotes Euler's (gamma) constant and  (z) = �0(z)=�(z)the Digamma function (also known as Euler's psi function).For sampling uniformly from Qr and Rr the envelopes from Theorem 10 can beused. It is straight forward to �nd a universal squeeze analogously to continuousdistributions. Furthermore bounds for discrete heavy-tailed Tc-concave distribu-tions exist. AcknowledgementsThis work was supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF), projectno. P12805-MAT.
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